Abstract: In this paper we consider the map L defined on the Bergman space L 2 a .C C / of the right half plane
: We show that L commutes with the weighted composition operators W a ; a 2 D defined on L 
The function K.z; w/ is analytic in z and co-analytic in w. Since
the function K.z; w/ D 
for all a and z in D: An easy calculation shows that the derivative of a at z is equal to k a .z/: It follows that the real Jacobian determinant of a at z is
The map B is called the Berezin transform [11] on D: Given a 2 D and f any measurable function on D; we define a function
In this paper, we consider a class of unitary operators V a ; a 2 D defined on L 
Notice that the integrand of
a/ is strongly continuous in a and uniformly bounded for each fixed T:
For a discussion of such integrals, see [3] and [4] . We discuss some useful properties of b T and relate b T to the symbol the symbol e T .w/ D hT b N w ; b N w i where b N w ; w 2 C C are some suitably chosen elementary functions. This averaging operation appears to be of some independent interest and is extremely useful [2] in the analysis of Toeplitz and Hankel operators. The idea of averaging an operator against some unitary operators U a appeared in [2] , where the domain is C n and all operators are defined on the Segal-Bargmann space H 2 .C n ; d / of Gaussian square-integrable entire functions on C n : Significant applications of this action can also be found in [2] . It is established in [2] that the map A ! b A is almost a conditional expectation from all bounded linear operators to Toeplitz operators with bounded continuous symbols. The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we introduce a class of unitary operators V a ; a 2 D with the help of the automorphisms of C C and establish certain algebraic properties of these operators. We also define some elementary functions b w ; B.s; w/ and B w .s/ for s; w 2 C C : These functions will then be used to establish the main results. For a 2 D; define the weighted composition operators on L 
The unitary operator V a
In this section, we introduce a class of unitary operators V a ; a 2 D and establish certain elementary properties of these operators. We also define some elementary functions b w ; B.s; w/ and B w .s/ for s; w 2 C C : These functions will then be used to establish the main results.
Define
: Then M is one-one, onto and
is an automorphism from C C onto C C and
A short computation shows that V a is a self-adjoint, unitary operator which is also an involution. In fact for a 2 D;
Lemma 2.1. Let s; w 2 C C : The following hold:
(ii) jb w .s/j jjB w jj D jB w .s/j:
: Since
we obtain 
since jjb w jj 2 D 1: Thus jjB w jj D jb w .w/j and jb w .s/j jjB w jj D jB w .s/j:
Proof. To prove the lemma, we shall first show that for z 1 ; z 2 2 D; U z 1 k z 2 D˛k z 1 .z 2 / for some complex constant such that j˛j D 1:
Thus
Rewriting this in terms of normalized reproducing kernels, we have
for some complex constant˛: Since U z 1 is unitary and jjk z 2 jj 2 D jjk z 1 .z 2 / jj 2 D 1; we obtain that j˛j D 1: Let w 1 2 C C and define w 1 D M a 1 : Since
we obtain,
Thus,
where
Now, to prove (ii), observe that
Proof. Let e S.w/ D e T .w/ for all w 2 C C : Then for w D M a; a 2 D; we have
Similarly,
Hence for all a 2 D;
This implies,
where 
Weighted composition operators
For a 2 D; define a class of operators on L
The operators W a are called weighted composition operators on L 2 a .C C /: These operators are linear and bounded [11] . Consider also the map L defined
The map L is referred to as a Berezin-type map on L 2 a .C C /: Since the mapping a 7 ! V a is strong operator continuous, we can define for each bounded linear operator T on L 
Proof. Observe that
where B is the Berezin transform on D. This implies
That is,
is a bounded operator [7] on the space L 2 .D; dA/; the theorem follows.
On D; the only measure left invariant by all M R obius transformations e iÂ a .z/; Â 2 R is the pseudo-hyperbolic
The invariance may be verified by direct computation. It turns out that the Berezin transform behaves well [11] with respect to the invariant measures. Consider the Fourier-Helgason transform [5] , [3] / cosh. t / : For more details see [5] and [2] . (i) L is positive.
(ii) L n converges to 0 in SOT.
(iii) L n converges to 0 in norm.
(iv) The operator I L not only has closed range but even is invertible.
(v) The spectrum of L is the interval OE0; 4 and kLk D 4 :
Proof. Observe that the function m.t / has a maximum at t D 0 with value 4 . By spectral theorem, B has thus norm 4 , which is strictly less than 1. Using the Fourier-Helgason transform, one has (by Plancherel theorem, which also holds [5] for this transform) hBf;
/ cosh. t / is positive. Thus the operator B is positive. This also gives the spectral decomposition of B: Let E. / be the resolution of identity for the self-adjoint operator B:
According to the Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem, this tends to
This is a nonnegative and nondecreasing function of r: Now,
So M.r/ must tend to zero as r ! 1: Thus M.r/ Á 0; whence f Á 0: Thus it follows that ker.I B/ D f0g since 1 is not in the spectrum of B and hence, kB n f k tends to zero. In fact, even kB n k tends to zero as kBk < 1: Thus the operator I B not only has closed range but even is invertible. Finally, the spectrum of B is the closure of the essential range of the multiplier function above, which is the interval OE0; =4. So 1 is not even in the spectrum.
and B is a contraction, it follows from [8] that lim
Thus L is positive. The proof of (ii)-(vii) follows from the fact that Proof. We shall show below that This implies,
That is, 
for all w 1 2 C C and the result follows.
